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The one-dimensional Fourier transform ofan unbound eigenstate to a screened atomic potential is calculated and compared to
the results for a Coulomb wave and a plane wave. It is found that for screened potentials with a strong central charge, the electron
is in general not well localised in momentum space.
1. Introduction
The knowledge of exact electronic scattering states in the target field is of great importance for the calculation
of electron loss in encounters with heavytarget atoms, as well as for electron-induced ionisation at intermediate
collision velocities. The use of plane waves or a perturbative treatment of the target field is not justified for
heavy atoms, because the nuclear potentials are too strong, even when they are screened by an equal number
of electrons [1]. Forelectron loss, the first Born approximation overestimates drastically the cross sections for
e.g. Ne and Ar targets [2], and things get worse when the secondBorn term is included [3]. One must therefore
either resort to coupled-channel calculations with large basis sets [2], or use perturbative approaches where
the target field enters exclusively through the scattering amplitude or the scattering eigenfunction. The one-
dimensional Fourier transform ofthe eigenfunction occurs particularly if an additional peaking approximation
is introduced which affects two of the three momentum components (the so-called transverse peaking ap-
proximation). Such a peaking approximation implies that the momentum space wavefunction ço*(p) is strongly
peaked around p=k where k is the momentum of the scattered electron. Although true for plane waves and
to a lesser extent for Coulomb waves, we show in the following that for screened potentials, this assumption
should be treated with care. Atomic units (1~=m=e=1) are used.
2. Coulomb potential
The scattering state of a pure Coulomb field V(r) = —ZT/r where ZT is the central charge, is the Coulomb
wave which is known in closed form [4]. Since the Fourier transform of an incoming scattering state is iden-
tical to the complex conjugate Fourier transform of an outgoing scattering state, we can without loss of gen-
erality restrict ourselves to the latter, and define the one-dimensional Fourier transform by the following
expression,
G(p)=~$dp~ _)*(~)=~/~ $ dzexp(ipzz)~4_)*(ze~), (1)
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where ~q)~ (r) is the outgoing wave in coordinate space. The choice of the z-direction e~is arbitrary. andp1
denotes the components of the momentum p perpendicular to e. Hence. G(p) depends parametrically on k
and the angle a between k and er.
If a Coulomb wave is inserted for i~4~(r). an infinitesimal convergence factor has to be introduced into
the r.h.s. of (1),
G~(p)=\/~N(k) J d:exp[i(p—k~)z] F1(i~j,1, i(k:+k~ )) exp( —E~:t),
N(k)=(2it)
3~2exp(mi~/2)T(l—itj). f?=Z~/k, e--0. (2)
where k~=kcosi9, F
1 is the confluent hypergeometric function and Tthe gamma function. The result is [5]
+ jL_k~±iE) T-~~(l + ~ (3)
We have verified from (3) that (2it~
3~2~ dp Gc(p) indeed equals the spatial wavefunction at the origin.
V ( k).
The function G’~(p~)has a branch point and a first-order pole in p~=k.which in case of k~=±kturns into
a c5-function-type singularity. The latter property follows also immediately from (1) because for k~=±k.F
1
becomes unity in half the integration region. Gr(p) has in addition branch points in p~=±k.but is smooth
for pJ >>k.
The plane-wave limit of G(p), i.e. ~j=O, is readily obtained from (2) or (3).
~ . (4)
3. Fully screened potential
In the general case, an analytical solution for the scattering state ~i4~ (r) is no longer possible. For central
potentials V(r), it is common to make a partial wave expansion [4]
~ (r)= (2~)3/2 ~ i’-~-U~(k,r)Y1,~,(~)Y~(k)exp( —iö1). (5)
where Y,,~are spherical harmonics and 5, is the phase shift. The function W1(k. r) obeys the radial Schrödinger
equation(~+k2— ~ _2V(r))fl~(k.r)=O. (6)
When we restrict ourselves to energetic electrons (with k2/2 exceeding twice the mean target excitation en-
ergy), eq. (6) holds also for multielectron targets since exchange and orthogonalityto the bound-state electrons
can be neglected. V(r) then consists of the atomic Hartree—Fock potential and the polarisation field [6].
With the help of (5) the Fourier transform of i,14~* is easily obtained,
)*(p) (2~)_3/2 $ drexp(ip.r)~4~*(r)= ~ ~ J rdr W,(k, r)j
1(pr). (7)
where j, is a spherical Bessel function.
For the evaluation of the one-dimensional Fourier transform G(p~)the momentum integral in (I) is used.
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Writing dp1 in cylindrical coordinates p~dp1 dQ~and noting that the only ç9-dependence of (7) occurs in
Yr,,, (j), the integral over ç~is easily carried out and restricts the magnetic quantum number to m=0. The re-
maining integrals can be rearranged in the following way to give
G(p~)=-~- ~ (21+1) exp(iô1)P,(cos ~) J rdr W1(k, r)11(p, r),
I~(p~,r)= dp~P,(p~/p)j1(pr), (8)
where P, is a Legendre polynomial. With the help of the substitution x= rp= r(p3 +p~)/2 and the symmetry
relation P1( —x) = ( — 1 )‘P1(x), the integral I~can be evaluated analytically. One obtains Io—cos(rp~)/r2andthe simple recursion r2I
1~1=—d(r
2I
1)/d(rp),and hence
I~(p~,r) = (—1 ~ d(,~p~ cos(rp) = (—1 )fl cos(rp), 1=2n,
=(—l)~ sin(rp:), l=2n+1. (9)
This formula is readily proven by inserting into (8) the recursion relations for P1 and j~in terms of their de-
rivatives [7], by performing integrations by part, and by using the differential equation for the Legendre
polynomials.
The evaluation of G(p) requires an analytical treatment [8,9] for large r as well as for large 1. For the first
case, the r-integral in (8) is split into two parts, such that
$ rdr W,(k, r)11(p, r)= $ rdr W,(k, r)I,(p, r)+ rdrsin(kr+ö,—~ln)I,(p,r), (10)
where the first integral is calculated numerically (simultaneously with the calculation of W1 from (6)) and rm
is chosen sufficiently large such that the radial wavefunction W, has attained its asymptotic form [4]. The
second integral, valid for short-range potentials, can be evaluated analytically [5], and gives
—~(cosöi[sgn(q)si(rmIq_I)+si(rmq÷)]+sin~,[ci(r~Iq~)+ci(rmq÷)]}, l=2n,
—~sgn(p~){sin~,[ci(rmIq_l)_ci(rmq÷)]+cosöj[sgn(q_)si(rmIq_I)_si(rmq+)]}, 1=2n+1,
q~=k±~p~I (11)
where sgn ( q) denotes the sign of q and si, ci are the sine and cosine integrals, respectively. Since ci (x) ‘~In x
for x—~0,G(p) diverges logarithmically at q_ =0, i.e. p= ±k. If, on the other hand, V(r) contains a Cou-
lombic contribution with the strength kij, a logarithmic term ~ln(2kr) has to be added to the argument of the
sine in eq. (10). This term prevents the divergence at p-= ±k, such that there are only branch points left (see
the discussion of (3)).
In order to handle the large-/ behaviour, we make use of the fact that for short-range potentials, V(r) can
be neglected for 1>/max in the Schrodinger equation (6) as compared to the centrifugal potential, when ‘max
is sufficiently large. This means that the high partial waves of G (p) exhibit a plane-wave behaviour [9]. We
therefore split the sum over 1 in (8) according to the following principle,
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IG(p~)l
-~ ~ ~
Fig. I. Modulus ofG(k) in atomic units as a function of k~for an Ar target at k=4 and 0=20. Plane wave: vertical dashed line at
—2: Coulomb wave: full line: and scattering state to screened potential: dashed line including thc vertical line atp= —2. The posi-
tions of the branch points of the Coulomb wave atp~=±k andk~are marked by arrows.
-C /n1a~ X Imax
~ (exact) = ~ (exact) + ~ (plane wave) = ~ (exact — plane wave) + ~ (plane wave) . (12)
1=0 1=0 I=/,,,a~± I 10
For a plane wave, the phase shifts are zero and J4’~”(k. r)=rj1(kr), such that with the help of (4). G(p~)is
written in the following form,
G(p) = -~ ~ (21+ I )P1(cos a)(cxP(i~/)J rdr ~(k. r)I,(p, ,‘) — H dr j1(kr)11(p. r) )+o(p~_k~). (13)
7t/0
The plane-wave contribution for a given partial wave can again be evaluated analytically [5],
J r drj1( kr )I~(p,
= ( — I)’ x ~F(n+~) 2F1 (n+ ~. —n, ~,p~/k
2), I=2n.
x ~T(n+~)
2F1(n+~, —n, ~ /=2ii+l , (14)
where the hypergeometric functions 2f reduce to polynomials, and 0 is the Heaviside step function, making
the r.h.s. of (14) vanish for IpH >k.
4. Discussion
For electrons scattering on an Ar target, I G(p) and G~r(pC) are plotted in fig. 1 at an impact momentum
of k=4 a.u., and the real part of these functions is given in fig. 2. For the Coulomb case we have used (3)
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Re G(p~)
2
- -
— _i_~ i ~ pz i
Fig. 2. Real part of G( k) as a function ofk~for an Ar target at k= 4 and 0= 120°.The curves have the same meaning as in fig. 1.
with ZT=6 which roughly corresponds to the effective charge seen by the valence electrons, such that ~i= 1.5.
For the screened case, the phase shifts and radial functions have been calculated as described previously [10].
Good convergence was obtained for ‘max = 20 except close to the logarithmic singularities. In that region we
took ‘max 14 where convergence was approximately reached (it deteriorated at higher / due to numerical in-
accuracies). The scatteringangle i9 was set to 120°,which is equivalent to a= 60°due to the symmetry relation
G(p~,i9)=G(—p:,~t—i9), (15)
which follows immediately from (3) and (13).
It is obvious from fig. 1 that for a plane wave as well as for a Coulomb wave, the momentum density is
strongly concentrated near p_—k, while for the scattering state of a screened field, it is more diffuse. For a
target as heavy as Ar, there are considerable contributions from the region I I > k. This follows from in-
spection of the normalisation constant N
0(k) of the 1=0 radial wave, limr.o [W0(k, r)/r] exp(iô0) (which is
identical to the integral of G(p) over p), the magnitude of which is 5.4 for k=4 and hence much larger than
one, the result from the ô-contribution of G(p). N0(k) I decreases with k towards unity (the plane-wave re-
sult), but very slowly (for Ar, lN0( 10)1=3.4, lN0( 18)1 =2.5).
In contrast to the case of the screened-field scattering state which converges uniformly to a plane wave, the
Coulomb wave shows a pathological behaviourwhen the central charge goes to zero [111, which does not allow
for an expansion in terms of ZT. From fig. 2 and eq. (3) it follows that for any finite i~(i.e. ZT) and Ik~I ~ k
the Coulomb wave diverges at p:=k: like (p~kr)_’_~’and not like a ö-function. This is an additional in-
dication that the limit ZT—’O differs from the result for ZT=O.
In conclusion we haveshown that the one-dimensional Fourier transform G(p:) of a screened-potential scat-
tering state has a very broad momentum distribution, with considerable contributions from Ip1 exceeding the
electronic impact velocity k. This feature is the more pronounced, the higher the nuclear target charge and the
smaller k. The existence of the long-range tails of G (p..) is furthermore independent of the position angle 0 of
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k with respect to the selected z-axis~however, the density near p=k~is enhanced for forward—backward di-
rections as compared to i3—90°.
The above results can readily be generalised to the three-dimensional Fourier transform p~(p).In the field-
free case of for weak fields, inspection of eq. (7) shows that the r-integral is peaked at p=k, and the partial
wa~25 add up coherently only ifalso the directions ofp and k are the same. For strong fields with phase shifts
cor ;iderably deviating from zero, and radial functions much different from Bessel functions, this coherence
is ~estroyed. Then the sharp peak at p=k will be smeared out over a large region of momentum space.
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